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Starfall 

Objective: To capture all of your opponents in a 1x1 square and / or to have the most captures out of all 

the players within 18 captures. 

Theme / Type:  Space - Shooting Stars / Strategy – Chase – Construction 

Story: You are a star that has been wished upon and have been transformed into a shooting star falling 

to Earth in order for the wish to be granted. However, several more shooting stars are falling to Earth at 

the same time, and only the first shooting star to Earth gets their wished granted! So now you must 

attempt to stop the other shooting stars from reaching Earth before you do! 

Number of Players: 2-6  

Estimated Time of Play: ~ 1 hour 

Required Pieces:  

 18x [3x per color] Different Colored Player Pieces (Green, Red, Blue, Yellow, Purple, Black) 

 1x 1d6 Die 

1x 6-Sided Color Die or a 1d6 that is visually different from the other 1d6 die [assigned color to a 

# value on the cheat sheet] 

 1x Starfall Board [Rectangular gridded board] 

1x Cheat Sheet 

 55+ Wall tokens 

 

Setup: 

The only major setup required to play the game is determining who is what color and where the star 

pieces are initially placed. Recommended ways for determining who plays what color is either roll for 

color you play as or to do a round-robin picking. For a visual reference as to the setup of the board, refer 

to page 4.  
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Movement: 

Player movement is determined through a 1d6 die during a given player’s turn. Player’s must move an 
amount equal to the resulting roll or the maximum amount of spaces they can move (such as rolling a 6 
and only having 2 spaces available to move into). Players may not distribute a dice roll between two or 
more pieces during a given turn unless specified otherwise. In a single turn, players may either move 
[forward or backward] and [left and right]. Player’s may not go in a circle, back and forth between 
spaces, go diagonally, go through other star pieces, or make a U-turn that goes beyond where the player 
initially started. Player’s may not move trapped star pieces unless those pieces are freed in some way. 
For further visual reference, refer to pages 5-6. 

Walls: 

Walls are used to prevent a player from either moving in a specific direction as well as trapping an 
opponent in a 1x1 square. Walls may be built anywhere on the board along a grid line. The edges of the 
board automatically count as walls as well as the built in walls on the board. Player’s may not build walls 
and completely trap an opponent inside their starting color zone until all of their star pieces have left 
the zone for the first time. Once all pieces have left, the starting color zone can be further built upon. 

Walls are built at the beginning of the turn, and the turn player must build a wall during their turn. In 
addition, if the color die rolls a color other then the turn player’s color, the player of the color rolled gets 
to build a wall as well. If the turn player rolls their own color, instead of building an extra wall (as a result 
of rolling their own color), that player gets to activate their color’s special ability instead [pgs 2-3]. If a 
player is considered “out” but their color is rolled by another player, they still get to build a wall. 

Capture: 

A capture occurs when a player manages to build walls around other player in a 1x1 space. When a 
capture takes place, the player who achieved the capture receives a capture point which is used to help 
determine the victor. If a player manages to have the most captures out of 18 total captures by all 
players, that player wins. If a player has all 3 of their star pieces captured, that person is considered 
“out” and their turn is skipped until freed in some way. 

Side Note: The term “trap” refers to walls creating an enclosed space around a 1x1 square. 

Star Ports: 

Star Ports are special spaces on the board that players may land on in order to activate other color’s 
abilities and use them as their own. If a player manages to land directly on a star port, that player may 
then activate that color’s ability immediately prior to the end of their turn. If a color’s ability is Black, 
then the turn player may roll an additional 1d6 and move using Black’s ability. If the color’s ability is 
Green, then the turn player rolls a 2d6 as instructed and moves using Green’s ability. Using a Star Port’s 
ability is not mandatory.  

Special Abilities: 

Special abilities are events in the game that a player has a chance to activate that may help them in the 

game. Special abilities are activated either through the use of Star Ports or by a player rolling their color 

on their turn. Each color has a different special ability: 
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Red – Push: 

 The Push ability allows you to “push” 2 walls along the direction their facing. Once a pushed wall 

collides with either a star piece or another wall, the wall stays in its new location. When the pushed wall 

collides with another wall, the walls do not stack on the same line, but the pushed wall is then placed 

one line away from the collided wall. If the wall collides with a star piece, the pushed wall simply stays at 

the point of collision. For further visual reference, refer to page 7. 

Blue – Swap: 

The Swap ability allows you to swap any of your own star pieces with another star piece. You may swap 

a trapped star piece with another star piece, as well as swap a freed star piece with a trapped piece.  

Green – Speed: 

The Speed ability allows you to double your roll (by rolling a 2d6 instead of the usual 1d6) and move in 

any direction. This includes doing traditional “forbidden” movement patterns. You may also distribute 

your movement roll among all of your pieces instead of just one. If you are trapped during the use of 

this ability, you may move diagonally to free yourself. 

Yellow – Build: 

The Build ability allows you to build an additional wall at any point during the turn or “build” your way 

out of a trap, placing yourself on any adjacent space outside of the trap. Other traditional wall building 

rules apply. 

Purple – Redirect: 

The Redirect ability allows you to redirect up to 2 walls in any direction along the wall’s axis. For further 

visual reference, refer to page 8. 

Black – Jump 

The Jump ability allows you to jump over walls. If you are trapped and this ability is activated, you may 

jump over the walls of the trap to escape. 
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Setup: 
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Players may not move: 
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Players may move: 
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Red-Push Ability: 
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Purple Redirect Ability: 

  

 


